Grain hardness is an important quality trait of cereal crops. In wheat, it is mainly 21 determined by the Hardness locus that harbors genes encoding puroindoline A (PINA) and 22 puroindoline B (PINB). Any deletion or mutation of these genes leading to the absence of PINA 23 or to single amino acid changes in PINB leads to hard endosperms. Although it is generally 24 acknowledged that hardness is controlled by adhesion strength between the protein matrix and 25 starch granules, the physicochemical mechanisms connecting puroindolines and the starch-26 protein interactions are unknown as of this time. To explore these mechanisms, we focused on 27 PINA. The overexpression in a hard wheat cultivar (cv. Courtot with the Pina-D1a and Pinb-28 D1d alleles) decreased grain hardness in a dose-related effect, suggesting an interactive process.
145 Protein and lipid contents 146 Protein content was determined using the Kjeldhal method and lipid contents, i.e. starch 147 and non-starch lipids, were determined as fatty methyl esters by gas chromatography on the flour 148 used for hardness measurements [23] . Puroindoline contents were determined by ELISA 149 according to a previously described procedure [24] . (Table 1 ). In the present work, we showed that hardness levels decreased almost 268 proportionally to the expression levels of the PINA protein with a significant correlation factor:
269 an R2 of 0.94 for the PSI and an R2 of 0.7 for the NIRS measurement of grain hardness ( Fig. 1) .
270 Furthermore, we also showed that the expression of the PINB-D1d is not impacted by the 284 Grain hardness was determined by particle size index (PSI) and near-infrared reflectance 285 spectrometry (NIRS). The PSI reported is the percentage of flour recovered that is smaller than 286 75 µm. PSI decreases with the hardness of wheat. The NIRS value increases with the increase in 287 particle size and the particle size of wheat flour increases with hardness. Figure. S1) .
306
Interactions were assessed by light scattering and turbidity. Indeed, immediately after 307 gliadin solubilization (2 mg.mL -1 ), turbid solutions were observed in the absence and in the 308 presence of 0.2 mg.mL -1 of PINA (Figure. 2) . This turbidity persists 30 min later for the PINA- 392 K D with a steady-state fit was also calculated ( 
407
PINA was chosen in this work because its absence led to hard kernels and its content is 408 lower in hard wheat bearing a mutation in PINB, as observed here with the Courtot cultivar. 
429
We focused on the interactions of PINA with gliadins since these storage proteins can be 430 easily solubilized in hydroalcoholic or acidic solutions, unlike the insoluble glutenin polymers 431 that impair in vitro studies. Our data showed that the presence of PINA strongly impacts the 432 aggregation behavior of gliadins in solution. Using SPR, we demonstrated that PINA can interact 433 with the two major gliadin families, i.e., -gliadins and -gliadins. In addition, we showed that 434 PINA also interacts with a polypeptide that mimics a repeated peptide consensus sequence In other words, the excess of free PINA, i.e., not associated 468 with PINB-D1d aggregates, increases with the increase in the overexpressed PINA level and is 469 available for the expression of a softer phenotype. Furthermore, the limited impact of PINA 470 overexpression on hardness could be exemplified by the high protein contents of our transgenic 471 lines related to greenhouse growing conditions. It is in fact known that hardness increases with 472 the increase in protein content [36]. High protein content could limit the extent of cooperative 473 protein aggregation, leaving an excess of storage proteins that interact with the starch granule 474 surface.
475
The predominant hypothesis suggests that PINs would be adsorbed on the surface of the 476 starch grains, preventing adhesion between the starch grains and the protein matrix. Due to the 477 presence of lipids on the surface of starch grains (surface starch lipids) and the interactions 478 between PINs and lipids observed in vitro, it has been suggested that these interactions between
